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It dawned on me that many of you
may not realize everything that goes
into rescuing, rehabilitating and
adopting a horse. Thus this issue is a
“quick guide” to the process we go to
in rescuing a horse.
Horse Helpers generally serves
Watauga, Avery, Ashe, Caldwell, and
Burke Counties in North Carolina
along with Johnson and Carter
Counties in Tennessee. But we provide
assistance wherever needed if we can.
Most of our calls come through
individuals. So our first step on
receiving a call is doing as much
investigation on the horse’s situation
before we approach law enforcement.
After we determine a problem may be
in the making, we approach the
authorities in that county since they
are who will have to start the process.
Con’t p. 5
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Horse Helpers isn’t just an equine rescue. Volunteers come to us
to help heal the horses, but what we have learned is that in turn
the horses heal us. Our volunteers and equine create a haven for
all of us to feel safe and draw in rich, poor, educated and
uneducated, local and “outsiders,” old and young. We all bring
our own experiences and needs that as we nurture one another
become woven into the fabric that is Horse Helpers, teaching us
new lessons and making us stronger.
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Information:
Contact: Amy
Hudnall at
HorseHelpersnc@
gmail.com

D#&&
Bobbie Willard
Avery County
Extension Agent and
4-H Coordinator
bobbie_willard@ncsu. edu
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2017 Rescue Data
2017 by quarter

1st

2nd

3rd

4th to date

Equine in HHHC
Custody at
beginning of
quarter
Intake
Adopted
Transferred
Euthanized**
Total Horses end
of quarter to
date
Number of
Investigations
#of Horses
Involved in
Investigation*
# of Animals
Helped while
staying w
owner*
Cases resolved
successfully on
site

16

16

19

18

Total to
date
14

3*
2
0
1
16

5
2
0
0
19

4
4
0
1
18

0
1
2
1
14

12
9
2
3
12

11

10

17

4

41

30

22

49

6

106

5

3

7

4

19

4

5

6

5

20

* 3 horses, 1 dog; ** Euthanasia’s due to broken leg under owner’s care; protracted,
unmanageable pain; and dangerous mare euthanized after a year of working with vet, ethologist,
and three trainers

A total of 28 horses come into the barn this year. In addition
we helped 17 horses stay in their homes. We are down a little
in adoptions this year (by 3 horses to date) and up in
euthanasia (the last two years we had no euthanasia’s) but
this was a weird year of either very old sick horses that people
didn’t want to put down, so pushed the problem on to us, or
young untrained horses that we had to get under saddle.
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In August, friends of Karen Hall and
Steve Stutts established the HallStutts Angel Fund to assist
responsible equine owners in difficult
times. Magical little Violet, the little
girl with the tiara to your left, started
the whole process bringing Karen and
Steve into our lives. Their amazing
support for Violet led to friends and
family
2

family looking for a way to do more in Karen
and Steve’s name. The fund helps with vet
bills, feed, hay, farrier work, and training for
responsible owners. We have been
providing help over the years but now it is
formal. We have already helped two
families and their equine members since
the fund’s establishment.
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A Home for Every Horse
AAEP
Anne Cannon Trust
Blowing Rock Charity Horse Show Foundation
Bank of America
Glaxo Smith Kline Pharmaceuticals

AAEP estimates a healthy horse costs a
minimum of $2500 a year, while CANTER
estimates it at $3600. But we have sick horses,
so for us it costs at minimum $4000 for the
first year per horse. That’s $64,000 just for the
12 new horses in 2017 and we started the year
with 16. You do the numbers. This does not
include maintenance, equipment care and
other operating expenses. We need your help!
Merck Pharmaceuticals
Pennsylvania National Horse Show Foundation
Powell Family Foundation
Rouse Foundation
Tractor Supply
Wells Fargo
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Amy Hudnall—Chair
Merrilie Mangels—ViceChair
Conny Carter—Treasurer
Dede Widenhouse—
Secretary
Maura Day
Andy Koch
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Colette McNell
Kelly Melton
Megan Miller
Robert Monin, DVM
Sierra Mueller
Tom Pace
Elizabeth Wegmann
Dawn Wilson
Ham Wilson
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These are a few items we
always need. Of course hay
(1) is a biggie. One 50 pd.
bale cost $6 and our 800 pd.
bales cost $160. We use both
and never have enough. As
silly as it seems, (2), a mane
and tail brush is something
we always need ($9). Most of
these products you can get
locally at places like the
Stockyard, Millers Supply, or
Tractor Supply, or you can
order them through Amazon

Smile and we will receive an
additional donation from
Amazon. We have four 12 x12
stalls in desperate need of
new stall mats. 4 x 6 x 3/4”
Stall mats (3) are usually
about $40. (4) We use alfalfa
to refeed starved horses and
right now we are giving it to
two of our older horses with
no teeth ($14.00). Cowboy
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Magic Mane and Tail
Detangler is our go to
detangler and conditioner (5)
and we use lots. And all of our
horses receive probios (6)
every day in their feed.
through it really fast. The
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And let’s not forget the other
professionals we pay and who
support our efforts. One farrier
trim (9) is $40 every 4-8 weeks.
It adds up quickly. A chiropractic visit costs as much as
$150 and we use vet Thann
Boyum for acupuncture. She has
helped with some miraculous
recoveries. Dr. Boyum’s visits
cost approximately $150.
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And if you are feeling
especially generous we are in
desperate need of a 4-wheel
drive tractor.
4
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At this stage many things can happen. Perhaps
the owner is having a rough time and just needs
a little help. Other times it is a clear sign of
abuse and the equine can be immediately
seized. Most often the process is a slow
mediation between authorities and the owner
with us offering what tangible aid we can. The
problem may be resolved or we may be asked,
under the guidance of law enforcement, to pick
up the animals.

arrives and begins to help with the horse’s
overall balance and carriage.

I can’t stress how important it is to have good
partnerships with your farrier and vet at this
early stage. Other than a good trainer, these are
the two most important people in you and your
horses’ lives. This year three horses arrived at
different times, each supposedly rideable. The
first, a haflinger mare named Lavender we rode
three times before she went lame, apparently
with some deep stifle problems. The vet and
farrier together determined that her back legs
were too straight. Therapeutic shoes quickly
fixed the problem . . . and the pain. Within
weeks of each other we received two geldings
with years of inconsistent hoof care. Both were

The most common calls we’ve received in the
last two years are owner surrenders. These are
hard, as if we took every horse (we receive 1020 calls a month), we would not survive. It is up
to us to tease out solutions. This might include
referrals or help with the problem. The biggest
question asked is whether this horse is in
imminent danger.

lame. Again, the vet and farrier put their heads

together and found shoeing solutions that
allowed us to manage the problems with the
hope that after a year of good farrier work, being
balanced may resolve the problems. Pick your
farrier carefully, as their work on your horse can
be the solution or the problem!

The next step is to transport the horse. This can
be easy or hard depending on the situation.
Once the horse is in the trailer we determine if
the horse is in crisis and needs immediate vet
care or whether he or she can be quarantined at
the barn with an individualized care program. All
vitals are taken to establish a baseline. Then we
create a feeding program based on body weight.
Supplements are added to their diet. For
example, it is assumed all rescues have ulcers
and receive appropriate treatment. Once the
immediate needs are met, we give the horse a
few days to orient him or herself and get used to
a routine. Throughout this time pressure is low;
they are treated with the kindness that all our
equine receive. It gives horses and handlers
time to get to know each other.

The rehabilitation process can take weeks or
months depending on the horse’s condition.
Throughout this time the horse is learning new
ground manners and respect and receiving lots
of consistent handling and love. When or if they
are ready to be ridden our trainers retrain him
using natural horsemanship methods and they
are then ready for adoption.
Usually after 9 months to a year the rescue is
ready for their new home. This process involves
on-site visits, visits with prospective adopters,
and reference checks. Should the potential
adopter be the right match then it is on to their
forever home. But to make sure they are always
safe, we check our horses annually and retain
partial ownership. That way if life changes our
rescue always has a safe place to return—our
most fervent wish for them, safety and love.

Horses may stay in quarantine anywhere from
two weeks to a few months depending on their
problems. Once they are stabilized they receive
full vet evaluation including blood work,
vaccines if appropriate, and fecal tests. With
the vet’s help we also know if we are dealing
with lameness, pain, jaw/ teeth problems or
other health issues that could limit their path to
good health. Further modifications to their diet
and treatment will be made based on these
evaluations. Somewhere in this time the farrier

Thanks for reading and your support.
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Logan was in his mid-twenties when he came to us. If anyone
ever tells you an old horse is supposed to be bony and look
starved, use Logan as your response. Only about five months
after his arrival you can see the difference. He doesn’t look like
the same horse, but he is. All the poor boy needed was floating
his teeth so he could chew again. He was a great riding horse
and is off to a new home and new adventures. A little help from
you and we can help even
more horses
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Horse Helpers
1199 Odes Wilson Rd.
Zionville, NC 28698

[Recipient]
Address Line 1
Address Line 2
Address Line 3
Address Line 4

“Besides love and sympathy, animals exhibit other qualities connected with the social instincts which in us would
be called moral.” ---Charles Darwin

